Xerox® Pull Print Driver

Single, configurable print driver for users of popular “Pull Printing” solutions.

Behind the scenes, the Pull Print Driver works in conjunction with a single queue or pull queue application. This allows print jobs to “follow” the user to whichever Xerox® printer or multifunction printer (MFP) he or she selects. At the printer or MFP, card or network authentication gives the user access to a list of print jobs on the server. Simple, convenient user screens make managing and releasing those jobs a snap. Once a selection is made, the system “pulls” the jobs for printing at that device.

SINGLE-DRIVER SIMPLICITY

The Xerox® Pull Print Driver streamlines fleet administration by allowing you to opt for a single, configurable print driver for your fleet of Xerox® devices (details at www.xerox.com/drivers). The driver leverages all the productive features of compatible Xerox® printers and MFPs, including finishing, simplex/duplex printing and environmental settings. It’s smart, too. If a job with finishing selected is released at a printer or MFP without a finisher, the device will simply ignore the finishing command and deliver plain prints.

The Xerox® Pull Print Driver extends the convenience and ROI of “pull print” workflows across a broad range of printing assets. IT administrators no longer need to set up, manage and configure multiple drivers, and provision multiple printer drivers on user desktops.

Further, the Pull Print Driver simplifies deployment and usage for administrators and customers. and it readily integrates with Xerox® Print Management and Mobility Suite, Equitrac Office®, Ysoft® SafeQ®, Pharos® and others.
IDEAL FOR PULL PRINT WORKFLOW ENVIRONMENTS

Designed for superior integration and flexibility, the driver allows you to leverage current and future investments in print management systems and workflows.

- Convenient: Allows end users to send and later decide where to print at their chosen device.
- Secure: Leverages current investments in authentication, e.g., user logins and swipe cards.
- Accountable: Controls costs by supporting accounting, monitoring and additional cost controls systems from Xerox and others.
- Efficient: Eliminates the need to learn and install multiple drivers; IT can “qualify once, use many.”
- Standardization: Establishes one, easy-to-use interface and shared workflow across the enterprise.
- Forward compatible: Avoids wholesale driver upgrades when you add future Xerox® products to your fleet.

XEROX® PULL PRINT DRIVER PREREQUISITE

Must have a Pull Print Solution installed and configured with a Xerox® Printer or multifunction printer (MFP); e.g., Xerox® Print Management and Mobility Suite, Equitrac Office®, Ysoft® SafeQ®, Pharos® and more.

To learn Operating Systems supported and Xerox® printers/MFPs supported please visit http://www.office.xerox.com/perl-bin/product.pl?product=PULL_PRINT_DRIVER

Xerox® Pull Print Driver at a Glance

- Used in conjunction with Pull Print applications, such as Xerox® Print Management and Mobility Suite, Equitrac Office®, Ysoft® SafeQ®, Pharos® and others
- A single driver with single queue integration
- Windows Hardware Quality Labs (WHQL) Certified driver
- Xerox® Printers / MFPs (Enhanced print attributes for supported devices)
- Two-sided printing, stapling, hole punching, binding edge, finishing, booklet finishing, multiple copies, collation, banner sheets, inserts, watermark, and color corrections.

For more information, go to www.office.xerox.com/drivers
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